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~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~ 

 

"Thank you!" 

 

The pop star's voice sounded through her microphone and across the wildly cheering crowd as 
they applauded her performance. As an artist contracted under the record label and music tech 
giant Crypton Future Media, Utahime Alto had just finished the first half of her highly anticipated 
concert with her brother, Tenor. 
 

Wiping a bit of sweat from his brow, Alto trotted away as her brother took the stage. She had a bit 
of time before she needed to be back for the encore. In the meantime, she had some business to 
take care of. 
 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

 

In one of the venue's private dressing rooms, Falsetto shuffled nervously as he listened to the roar 
of the crowd echo from outside. As an upcoming but still relatively unknown artist signed to Sony, 
Falsetto was utterly shocked when Alto had contacted him personally to sing a surprise duet with 
her brother during the encore of their upcoming concert together. So surprised, in fact, that he 
hadn't bothered to clear it with his manager - rather, he confirmed on the spot and ran out to join 
the show. For Falsetto, it would be his first time performing on the main stage with REAL 
Vocaloids - a dream of his since his earliest days learning how to sing. 
 

But it was more than that, as well. Falsetto had more than a little crush on Alto's brother, Tenor, 
and had built up something of an idolized infatuation with him similar to a really wild celebrity 
crush. For Falsetto, being personally invited by his idol's sister to perform a duet with him was 
more than just a casual fantasy, it was something out of his wildest dreams. 
 

And now, it was about to come true, it seemed. 
 

Falsetto gave a little tug at his outfit as he sat nervously in his chair. Given that he was about to 
perform, he was dressed in his signature outfit, one that suited his physical form very well. At just 
under five and a half feet tall, Falsetto was quite petite, though it was perhaps this cutesy 
aesthetic that his fans found most appealing about him. He had long, silvery-white hair and a 
signature ahoge that matched his pale white skin, and his eyes had a distinct heterochromia - one 
was blue, and the other was green. 
 

Falsetto sighed. As excited as he was about the night's performance, he was also more than a little 
nervous. That's why, when Alto's last song gave way to Tenor's entrance, followed by a knock at 
Falsetto's dressing room door, the professional vocalist's heart began to beat wildly. What could it 



be, now? 

 

A few seconds later, Alto opened the door to Falsetto's dressing room and stepped inside, closing 
it and locking it firmly behind her. "Hello, Falsetto-kun!" she began with a smile, eyes narrowing 
on the shy diva. "Are you almost ready? It won't be much longer, now..." 

 

Although the two were comparatively similar in style and stature, Alto carried herself with 
marked confidence, compared to the timid Falsetto. Dressed casually in her signature outfit, 
which showed off her toned midriff and included a pair of shorts that hugged her girlish hips, she 
looked just like she did in her music videos with her brother - the ones that Falsetto was guilty of 
obsessing over, though mainly for Tenor. Her medium-length blonde hair fell cutely at the sides of 
her face, elegantly in place despite the undoubted activity of running and dancing around on 
stage At the top of her head, she wore her signature white bow, one of her most characteristic and 
defining features. 
 

"A-A-Alto-san!" Falsetto stammered nervously. It wasn't the first time they had met, but it WAS the 
first time that the two were alone together. Falsetto gulped nervously as Alto took a few steps 
toward him. "Is... is Tenor-san performing now?" Falsetto asked, his face lighting up as he faced 
his love's sister. As they were twins, he could clearly see the resemblance, though it only made 
him long for Tenor even more. After all, he only had eyes for him. "I can hear it from here... is that 
'Fire Flower' he's opening with?!" He finally asked, beaming. 
 

"Oh, is it?" Alto shot back, her voice remaining cool and steady as he approached Falsetto like a 
lion cornering a rabbit. "You know, I thought your last performance in Sapporo was pretty 
impressive. You've really gotten better... a lot better!" Alto pointed out, her eyes narrowing, "and 
your crowds are getting bigger as well. I was surprised to see one so large, so close to Crypton's 
headquarters..." 

 

"B-But they're nothing like yours and Tenor-san's!" Falsetto insisted, "He's so... ahh... I mean, you 
two are so cool!" he smiled, trying to maintain his composure. 
 

"Oh?" Alto began, "You looked pretty cool yourself up there, holding your own with that crowd." 
By now, Alto was so close to Falsetto that they were nearly touching. But, as his idol's sister 
leaned over him, he blushed nervously and began to fidget uncomfortably. Her bright blue eyes 
stared deeply into his own - one blue, one green. Why was she getting so close...? "And I thought..." 
she continued, "maybe I should see if I can't have a little taste of you for myself." 

 

Then, almost as abruptly as she had entered Falsetto's room, Alto shoved Falsetto against the wall 
and began to forcefully kiss him. Falsetto's eyes widened in shock as Alto's otherwise soft lips 
brushed up against his, only to forcefully penetrate his mouth into an unwanted kiss. All at once, a 
million thoughts flooded into Falsetto's mind, overloading him. Although he had no feelings for 
Alto, the shock was so great that he was unable to immediately resist, instead finding himself 
paralyzed with fear. 
 

Alto didn't stop with one kiss, but rather pulled Falsetto into a passionate makeout session, 
pushing her body up against Falsetto's as she invaded his boyish lips with her own lust. Falsetto's 
face turned red, his heart pounding nervously as Alto's lips continually sucked against his own, 
parting just enough to allow her to force his tongue into her mouth, causing him to shut his eyes 



in shame as her saliva flooded in to mix with his own. 
 

Then, in the heat of the moment, Falsetto could barely notice as something small but noticeably 
solid - like a pill - slid across Alto's tongue and into his mouth. Surprised, Alto couldn't help but to 
swallow it, barely registering it going down his throat as Alto's body pressed up against his own. 
 

As soon as Falsetto swallowed the pill, he somehow regained his composure, shoving Alto away in 
resistance. Much to his surprise, however, Alto did not give up easily, instead pushing Falsetto to 
the floor and climbing on top of him as she continued to kiss him. Falsetto desperately tried to 
struggle, wondering why he couldn't fight off the girl that was kissing him, before realizing that he 
was slowly losing all of the strength in his limbs as Alto easily overpowered him. 
 

That's why, when Alto pulled away and sat up on his chest, Falsetto was especially surprised to 
find that he couldn't move at all. He wasn't just stunned, it was as if he were completely paralyzed. 
His limbs wouldn't respond at all. Taking a quick moment to spit out whatever of Alto's saliva was 
still left in his mouth, Falsetto struggled to comprehend what was happening. 
 

"What... huh?" he began, weakly. Was it... that pill? 

 

"Wow, I can't believe how easy that was!" Alto began, grinning excitedly as she leaned in towards 
Falsetto. "Can't move? Don't worry, that just means the medicine is taking effect~" 

 

"M-Medicine?" Falsetto began, confused. Although he was still conscious, it was getting harder to 
move his lips as well, as if the drug he'd swallowed was slowly paralyzing his entire body. 
 

In response, Alto spun around and planted her ass right on Falsetto's face. Falsetto gasped in 
surprise as his vision was suddenly blocked by Alto's cute, round butt pressing itself firmly 
against him and effectively covering up his senses. Although she was still wearing his shorts, 
Falsetto's face fit quite neatly in-between her cheeks, just enough to prevent him from speaking. 
"Perfect!" Alto began again, wiggling her girlish hips for good measure. "Now, stay put down there 
while the drug takes over," she instructed, positioning herself to prevent Falsetto from moving as 
the last of the energy left his limbs. 
 

"You know..." Alto began, her butt still pressed firmly on Falsetto's face. "You really had a lot of 
talent, Falsetto. When you first came around, we were impressed. But then Sony really started to 
up the game on advertising you. You were getting singles, and tours, and, as much as I hate to 
admit it..." she added, grinding her butt into Falsetto's nose and mouth again for emphasis, "you 
became pretty legitimate competition for Crypton... especially for Tenor and I." Alto continued, 
noting that he and Alto's brother were both cute boy singers, and that anyone who was paying to 
go to a Falsetto show likely was choosing him over Tenor. "So, we released our V2 album right 
after you came out to try and snuff you out, but it wasn't enough." Alto continued, "After all, you 
were getting better - a LOT better. I could tell just that much from having sang with you the few 
times that I did." 

 

Falsetto's eyes widened as he listened to Alto explain the details of his plan, while the feminine 
but musky scent of Alto's body overpowered his senses. He was having a difficult time hearing 
him from underneath of her warm, round butt - a place he, on any other given day, would be 
disgusted to be laying. But today was different. Something even more sinister, more troubling was 



going on... 
 

"I thought you would have gotten the message back then, but you didn't," Alto continued, finally 
lifting her ass off of Falsetto's face and sitting back on his chest, turning so that her thighs were 
inches away from Falsetto's head. The latter gasped for breath as Alto stopped smothering him, 
but found himself completely unable to move. "But I couldn't let it go on for any longer. I had to 
take care of you before you took any more of our fans!" 

 

"Wh-What are you..." Falsetto stammered in between breaths, only for Alto to promptly shush 
him. 
 

"Quiet!" she insisted, smacking Falsetto across the face and causing him to gasp in shock. "Listen 
to me, or I'll hit you again." Falsetto instinctively tried to reach up to touch his face with surprise, 
feeling the stinging red mark where Alto had struck him, only to realize that he could no longer 
move his arm at all. She continued: "Alright, I'd better give your mouth something to occupy itself 
with..." 

 

Alto's threat was followed by the unmistakable sound of a zipper as she unzipped her shorts, 
pulling them off a second later, followed by her panties, leaving her lower parts completely bare. 
Falsetto reeled in shock at the sight of her cute pussy, which seemed to glisten with arousal as she 
maneuvered her hips over his face. 
 

A second later, Alto grabbed Falsetto by the back of the head with one hand and used the other to 
balance herself as she slid her crotch onto his face, gasping with pleasure as he felt her 
dampening slit rub against the warmth of his lips and nose. Falsetto reeled with horror, pulling 
back with utter disgust but finding himself unable to move as Alto sat down on his face, grinding 
up against his mouth and preventing him from speaking. 
 

"Ngh... there we go~" Alto cooed as she settled into a slow, satisfying rhythm of humping the 
helpless Vocaloid boy's face. "Anyway, what was I saying? Getting you here was so easy, it was 
almost pathetic!" Alto giggled cruelly, before continuing. "That stupid little crush you had on 
Tenor... god, how pathetic!" she laughed, rolling her eyes as Falsetto whimpered in shame. "Sorry 
to say that there won't be any performing with him, tonight, at least not for you. But don't worry, 
I'm sure your fans won't be disappointed - after all, they'll be seeing a much more talented 
Vocaloid perform instead... not like they knew you'd be here anyway!" 

 

Falsetto whimpered again as the full gravity of the situation slowly began to dawn on him. Alto 
had tricked him... but why? "But don't worry~" Alto giggled as she grabbed his hair, using his 
head as leverage to grind her bare crotch against his face, causing him to whine weakly in protest 
as her warm juices leaked down the sides of his face. "You'll be getting a front-row seat, after all!" 

 

Before Alto could elaborate on her vague statement, Falsetto's vision began to blur and distort, as 
if everything around him were slowly moving farther away. Alto hopped off of her face-seat in 
surprise as she acknowledged, "Oh! Looks like the pill is finally taking effect!" Falsetto dizzily 
looked down at his own body, only to see that, much to his awe, his body appeared as if it were 
actually shrinking in size! 
 

"Wh-What's h-happening to m-m-me?" Falsetto stammered as his entire body shimmered, slowly 



compressing into a form much smaller than his normal size. From up above, Alto looked down on 
him, smirking as he continued to shrink. "Medicine is pretty amazing, huh Falsetto-kun?" 

 

A few seconds later, Falsetto's body finally stopped shrinking, leaving him at just a meager two 
inches tall. The tiny, terrified Vocaloid barely had time to re-gain his senses before Alto bent down 
and plucked his naked body off the ground, pulling him out of his discarded, regular-sized 
clothing and holding him gently in her soft, slender fingers. 
 

"Hmhmhm~ look how cute you are now, Falsetto!" She giggled, blushing as she struggled to 
contain her amusement. "But I doubt you'll get any more reaching down and picking her 
discarded shorts off the ground. Alto fumbled with her shorts for a moment before pulling out a 
whole banana, which she promptly began to peel. 
 

"Is that..." Falsetto timidly began, "A... a banana?" It's Tenor's favorite food... he thought to himself, 
though he didn't voice it aloud. 
 

"Yup!" Alto replied after peeling the rest of the banana. "I figured, since your career's over anyway, 
I'd might as well get rid of you once and for all." 

 

Those words struck Falsetto with cold force, leaving him in shock even as she turned the banana 
horizontally and placed him gently atop. "Now don't move too much - wouldn't want you to fall to 
your death now, would we?" 

 

Falsetto whimpered as he peered over the edge of the banana he clung to. Although the floor was 
only a few feet away, in his tiny form, it felt like hundreds, causing him to sink his arms into the 
fruit's soft flesh apprehensively. His fear of falling was quickly interrupted by something much 
more dire, however, as he peered up just in time to see Alto's cute lips part as she opened her 
mouth, sinking her pearly white teeth into the banana just on the edge of where he was. Falsetto's 
breath caught in his throat as Alto's warm breath washed over him, just seconds before her teeth 
cut through the banana and bit off a huge piece, her lips sliding shut to pull it into her mouth a 
second later. 
 

Falsetto continued to stare, stunned, as Alto locked her massive eyes with his, slowly and 
deliberately chewing the banana piece inside of her mouth, occasionally parting her lips to allow 
him the tiniest glimpse of yellow fruit being mashed to paste by her tongue and teeth. 
 

Then, nearly as quickly as it began, a tell-tale grin spread across Alto's lips as she tilted her head 
back ever so slightly, rolling the chewed-up banana into the back of her throat and swallowing it 
with one smooth gulp. 
 

*GLUK* 

 

The tiny Vocaloid watched in abject terror as the lump descended down her throat, carrying 
Alto's bit of banana out of her mouth and down into her body. A second later, her tongue 
reappeared, sliding ever so gently across her lips as her eyes narrowed on her prey. Her mouth 
opened again just to speak a single word: 
 

"Itadakimasu!" 



 

"W-Wait, STOP!" Falsetto screamed as he watched Alto's lips part again, clinging to the banana 
with horror as her lips sailed past him, clinging to the banana just on the other side of his feet. 
"Why are you doing this?!" Without answering him, Alto's teeth clamped down on the banana, 
severing the part he was on and sealing him in hot, wet darkness as he dropped into Alto's mouth, 
his nude flesh hitting her warm tongue with a splat. 
 

*Sluuuurp* 

 

The next few minutes were absolute hell. Falsetto screamed, his mouth quickly filling with Alto's 
spit as she tossed him around her mouth, sucking on him and chewing up the banana while 
carefully avoiding causing him any harm. Falsetto struggled helplessly as he was tossed around 
every corner of Alto's food-filled mouth, the same one that had forcefully kissed him just minutes 
ago. All the while, Alto continued to chew and mash up the banana, grinding it into a fine paste 
that only served to completely cover him as her teeth slid and scraped across his bare skin. 
 

The prevalence of the mushy banana filling Alto's mouth only served to further disorient Falsetto, 
probably helping to keep him from noticing even as that massive tongue pushed him into the back 
of her throat. Falsetto didn't realize he was about to be swallowed until he heard that signature 
gulp, followed by the oppressive, crushing weight of throat muscles squeezing down on him from 
all sides. 
 

*GLUUUURK* 

 

Falsetto cried out as he was forced head-first down Alto's throat, the Vocaloid giantess slowly 
pulling him down with a series of exaggerated gulps. The micro listened as he slid past her heart, 
feeling himself grow incredibly warm as he was pulled into the deepest center of her body. 
 

Then, her stomach. 
 

The pressure compressing Falsetto at all sides ceased almost immediately as he was pushed out 
the bottom of Alto's esophagus, landing in a slimy, mushy pit in the bottom of her stomach. 
Falsetto quickly oriented himself, only to immediately gag on the foul, thick gas that permeated 
the organ he found himself in. He was trapped in almost utter, complete darkness, save for only 
the tiniest luminescence of his bright dressing-room lights that managed to shine through her 
skin and stomach walls. Furthermore, his naked entire body was covered in a slimy, viscous layer 
of saliva and mucus from her throat and belly that even continued to drip on him, covering him 
further. 
 

"Ooh~" Alto shuddered as she felt Falsetto slide down into her belly, blushing as she took another 
bite of the banana. Down below, Falsetto was in a state of absolute shock as Alto's stomach walls 
gently pulsated and gurgled around him, totally oblivious to the fact that he might have been 
something other than a simple bite of swallowed food. His shock was broken a second later, when, 
following another distinctive gulp, another mushy glob of banana slid down Alto's throat and into 
her stomach, splattering on top of him. 
 

"Wh-What..." he began, only to choke on the foul stomach air that stung his eyes, nostrils and 
throat. "What did you do?! You monster!" 



 

"Eh?" Alto began coyly, "I can't understand what you're saying, but you'd better not be 
complaining. You should be thankful to the girl who was nice enough to eat you for dinner!" 
before taking another bite of her banana. 
 

Whimpering as another bite of banana splattered onto him, completely covering his nude body 
even more, Falsetto began, "P-Please... please let me out! Cough me up, or... or something! Please, 
I'm sorry! I promise I'll... I'll..." 

 

*GLUUUURGLE* 

 

Falsetto's pleads were suddenly cut short by a deafening rumble echoing out from all around him, 
followed by a jet of almost boiling hot liquid squirting out of Alto's stomach walls and hitting him 
directly in the chest. This was followed by a second that hit him in the back of he head, and a third 
that landed just near him, and a fourth, and a fifth..." 

 

"Wh-What's going on?!" Falsetto stammered as the hot liquid began to pool at the bottom of her 
stomach. The terrified Vocaloid rose to his feet, only to quickly be knocked down by the sudden 
movement of her stomach muscles. 
 

"Hmm? Something wrong?" Alto asked as she swallowed the last bite of banana, grinning as she 
felt it slide into her belly. "Sounds like my belly's starting to digest." 

 

Falsetto cried out in terror as the secreting, boiling liquids slowly began to pool around him, 
scalding him and causing him to jump in surprise. The terrified micro began to panic as the 
sloshing, rapidly rising slurry of boiling mush rose around him, her stomach being much too tight 
for him to even try to get away from it. Falsetto screamed as the stomach acids lapped at him from 
all sides, frantically scrambling to get away from the digestion but only serving to excite Alto's 
stomach more and more with his struggles. 
 

"Ooh, keep doing that~" Alto giggled, placing a hand on her bare abdominals as she felt Falsetto's 
violently thrashing body struggle within her. "Just think, Falsetto... in a few hours, you'll be part of 
a REAL diva. Every time one of your fans sees me shake my ass on stage, well... they'll be seeing a 
little part of you on there, won't they?" Alto giggled, giving her belly a playful slap and sending 
Falsetto tumbling. "Oh! I've got to get back on stage... but you have fun down there! On the bright 
side... looks like you've got a front row seat!" Alto giggled, before burping again and reaching for 
her clothes. She quickly got dressed, pulling on her underwear and shorts, before strolling out of 
Falsetto's dressing room. 
 

Falsetto retched as Alto's stomach vibrated all around him, her belch sending him tumbling 
around in her belly once again. A few seconds later, the roar of a crowd sounded out through the 
deafening rumbles of her stomach, easily audible and only somewhat muffled by her flesh. 
 

Alto smiled and waved to the crowd as she strolled onto the stage alongside her brother Tenor. A 
few seconds later, their voices exploded through their microphones as they began singing in 

unison to one of their hits, "UTAHIME☆DANCE." Falsetto gasped and put his ear up to Alto's 
stomach wall. There, his love was only a few feet away from him, separated by just an inch or two 
of flesh. But did he know where Falsetto was? Did he know that he was so close by, sitting 



uncomfortably in the pit of his sister's stomach? 

 

A second later, Falsetto's thoughts were interrupted when the two broke out into their 
synchronized dance. Alto's stomach exploded into a flurry of chaos as its contents were wildly 
upended, being tossed all about inside of the diva as she danced on stage. Falsetto cried out in 
disgust as he was thrown about, every inch of his bare flesh invaded by the putrid mixture of 
half-digested banana and all manner of bodily fluids. From outside, he doubted that anyone in the 
audience would have suspected what was happening. After all, why would they? To them, Alto 
was just a sexy diva, showing off her voice, her body, and her moves as she sang and danced for 
them. Nobody would have had any reason to even fathom the much more sinister idea that she 
had kidnapped and digested someone alive. 
 

~ ~ ~ 

 

For Falsetto, the next hour was absolute hell. While the rest of the concert went on, he was 
subject to the violence of Alto's stomach, being thrown back and forth and all about even as his 
skin began to burn from her stomach acids. In one way, it was better than stewing in the boiling 
pool, but in other ways, it was much worse. 
 

By the time the concert ended, Falsetto was beyond disoriented. His arms and legs had gone 
numb from the violent battering he had taken inside of Alto's stomach, causing him to slump 
helplessly into the pit of her stomach even as she strolled off stage, panting and nearly dripping 
with sweat. 
 

The rest of the night was comparatively uneventful. Falsetto slowly regained his strength even as 
Alto's stomach sapped it away from him, just barely bringing himself to a crawl only to discover 
that at the very least two of his limbs had broken bones. Falsetto slowly crawled out of the pit of 
Alto's gurgling belly, managing a weak cry for help, when he suddenly heard Tenor's voice from 
outside. 
 

"Is this a good place?" Tenor asked as he sat down at the table in the small, quiet ramen shop, his 
twin sister taking a seat across from him. 
 

"Yeah, this is fine. It's cute!" Alto giggled, taking a look at the menu as she felt her belly start to 
rumble again. "Ooh, this looks good. I'm getting hungry again!" 

 

Falsetto's eyes widened with fear as Alto's stomach began to groan and gurgle once again, slowly 
secreting more stomach acids as it vibrated, as if preparing for more food. She couldn't be 
serious... could she? 

 

A few minutes later, the server came by and placed two hot bowls of food at the table. The hot, 
tasty scent of her food wafted into Alto's nostrils, causing her mouth to water appetizingly. 
Seconds later, Falsetto heard the distinct sound of Alto slurping and chewing, screaming out with 
all of his might just in time for her to swallow. 
 

*GLUUUURK* 

 

Alto gulped down a huge bite of chewed-up noodles, placing her hand on her belly as she felt it 



splatter down inside, re-exciting her stomach acids. "Eh? You okay, Alto?" Tenor asked from 
across the table, glancing at her quizzically. 
 

"Yeah, I'm fine!" Alto giggled, patting her belly as she went to take another bite. "Let's just say... it 
hit the spot!" 

 

Falsetto retched again as another mushy blob of noodles splattered on top of him, completely 
burying him. The pool of mush and acids had risen well beyond what it was at before the encore, 
and it began to burn almost uncontrollably as Falsetto felt his skin start to peel off of his body. The 
helpless, horrified Vocaloid tried to scream, only to choke on the rancid gases in her stomach, 
followed by another messy splatter of noodles to cover him. His eyes stung and his skin burned, 
and it was only slowly getting worse. 
 

This went on for several minutes, with Alto's stomach continuing to fill with food as she ate. Her 
stomach only got louder and noisier as it digested harder and harder, sloshing and churning 
Falsetto about like a ragdoll as it pumped itself full of acids. By the time she was finished eating, 
there was no longer any space of air left for him to open his mouth to scream - every cubic inch of 
her stomach was stuffed with noodles, broth, and her stomach acids. 
 

Alto patted her stomach satisfyingly as she leaned back in her chair. "Uwah, that was delicious! 
Thanks for the treat, bro~!" 

 

"Eh? Sure. It was my turn to pay, wasn't it?" He asked with a smile. "Did you enjoy it?" 

 

Alto was about to respond, but as soon as she opened her mouth, she let out a massive, 
throat-rippling belch, expelling a burst of gas that smelled strongly of half-digested ramen and 
one terrified, half-digested Vocaloid boy. 
 

"Ew!" Tenor exclaimed, recoiling backwards. "Geez, I'm sorry I asked!" 

 

~ ~ ~ 

 

The rest of the night didn't get any better for Falsetto as Alto's stomach settled into a steady 
rhythm of digesting him. The intense gurgling and groaning of her stomach drowned out all but 
the dull vibrations of her vocal cords - just enough for him to make out that she must have still 
been with Tenor. At least... I get to spend my last moments with him, in a sick kind of way... he 
thought to himself with the tiniest shred of ironic humor as another wave of stomach acids came 
washing over him, ripping off several layers of his skin. Falsetto grunted in detached pain even as 
Alto's stomach came crushing back down on him, shattering his ribs and stripping him of 
whatever movement capability he still had. Slowly but surely, he was being digested. 
 

As Alto and Tenor went out on the town, enjoying some shopping and nightlife, Falsetto casually 
watched the noodles inside of her stomach break down thinner and thinner even as his own body 
continued to break down. The process was as agonizing as it was revolting, but luckily, after a 
while, he stopped feeling the pain as sharply, almost as if his nerve endings were stripped away 
by her digestion. By that point, it had devolved into a dull agony that covered every part of his 
being. 
 



It wasn't until hours after this point, after Alto had gone home, stripped naked, and climbed into 
the shower, Falsetto barely registering the patter of the water as it slid down her naked body, that 
the contents of her stomach finally started to drain out. Somehow still conscious, but with his 
eyelids long since dissolved away, Falsetto had no choice but to watch as his body slowly slipped 
down into her duodenum, her pyloric sphincter wrapping around his waist and crushing 
whatever organs he still had left inside of him. 
 

This is it... he weakly thought to himself as Alto's stomach pumped his semi-solid remains into her 
intestines. Once I go down there, I'm hers forever... Then, with a final slurp, he was sucked down 
into her bowels, never to see the light of day with his eyes again. 
 

Alto shut the shower off, grinning as she felt her belly rumble. It was time for bed. 
 

~ ~ ~ 

 

An undetermined amount of time later, Falsetto found himself sliding through the tight, crushing 
depths of Alto's small intestines. His limbs had long since disappeared, leaving him a semi-solid 
torso. The villi that lined Alto's intestinal walls quite literally tore the remaining skin off of his 
body, flooding him with bile and invading him to slurp the energy and nutrients right out of his 
carcass. Finally, Falsetto felt the last of his energy fade as Alto literally absorbed it out of him, his 
nutrients and essence pumping through Alto's veins as she curled up and slept. Only a few 
minutes later, and she used him all up, the rest of his lifeless body quickly dissolving into a mushy 
paste that continued to quietly move through her bowels. 
 

+ + + + + 

 

The next day came for everybody except Falsetto. Alto slept in a bit, given her busy evening the 
night before, but eventually woke up and treated herself to a simple breakfast. It was just as she 
was finishing the last bite of her morning meal when she first noticed the pressure in her lower 
belly that had been building since she woke up, culminating in a small but unexpected burst of 
gas. 
 

After looking around to make sure that nobody had heard her, Alto rose from her seat and 
stretched, looking down at her belly. Indeed, it felt like her insides were currently arranging 
themselves to get rid of a certain Vocaloid boy she'd eaten the day before. Of course, Falsetto was 
not among the thoughts currently going through Alto's mind at that moment - rather, she simply 
had to use the toilet, as she did every day. 
 

Humming to herself, Alto casually strolled into the bathroom, coming face-to-face with a shiny 
squatter toilet. The diva girl casually pulled down her shorts, revealing the smooth curvature of 
her legs and hips, before likewise pulling down her panties as well. 
 

Alto then placed a foot on either side of the toilet and slowly lowered herself, holding onto the bar 
for support. A few seconds later, she let out a deep breath, feeling goosebumps appear on her 
body as she slowly relaxed the pressure in her lower body, allowing the contents of her colon to 
shift towards her exit. 
 

From down below the girl's spread butt cheeks, one would have been able to see her cute, 



puckered anus slowly bulge out, before parting and letting out an unexpectedly large burst of gas. 
Seconds later, a wide, solid brown log of poop slowly emerged and began to lower. Alto let out a 
little "hmph~" as she pushed, feeling the remains of her last meal slowly slide out of her rectum, 
before detaching and landing in the trench beneath her. 
 

Feeling the need to defecate more, Alto grunted and began to push again, slowly pushing out 
another lumpy log of shit. Occupied with her own thoughts, Alto barely registered as she felt a 
hard lump rub against the side of her rectum and slide out with her shit - not even turning to look 
as Falsetto's cracked, corroded skull pushed out of her anus with the rest of his remains. As she 
was doing that, the diva girl breathed a sigh of relief as she began to urinate, letting a steady 
stream of yellow urine flow freely from between her legs and into the toilet below. After feeling 
her second log drop out of her ass and her anus slowly close, Alto nonchalantly watched as she 
emptied out her bladder, pissing out the liquid remains of her last meal and expelling it from her 
body forever. 
 

Soon enough, the flow slowed to a trickle as her bladder emptied, leaving it as empty as her 
rectum. Alto reached over and grabbed a bit of toilet paper, casually wiping herself and dropping 
it into the toilet beneath her, before standing up. 
 

At that moment, the toilet's automatic flush triggered, rushing in with a vortex of clean water as it 
flushed her dump and her pee into oblivion, wiping out all evidence of her last meal permanently. 
Without another thought, Alto pulled her underwear and her shorts back on, giving her butt a 
happy little shake as she walked out the door. 
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